
OFFENSIVE ZONE/FORECHECKING 

OBJECTIVES: 

• Use angle checking to force puck to outside 
• Use good stick position to cut off passing lanes 
• Keep the attack in front of you and get back hard to support when pass 

beats you 

Whatever system you want your team to play on penalty killing, all of these objectives 
must be the basis of any forechecking pattern. The time of the game, the score, the 
opponent, the skill level of your specialty teams, will all dictate which strategy would fit the 
best in those circumstances. 

FORECHECKING: 

"I" Up Aggressive 

Purpose: 
Make it hard for the opponent to 
get organized creating a turnover out of speed 
aggressiveness and anticipation 

Needs: 
great speed, good communication as a unit, 
anticipation and high intensity level 

A, 	• 	Pressure Puck Carrier 
(half shaft rule), he peels off if he doesn't get close enough to be a threat 
Hard back to insure the rotation and the defensive support 

A2 	Responds to the puck position/has to be aggressive 
Must try to anticipate first pass receiver in order to close gap and force 
turnover 



FORECHECKING: 

°I" Up Cyele/Active 

Purpose 
Contain and delay the attack. 
Deflect it to the outside providing 
good defensive support. They are not pressuring 
deep in the offensive zone unless they have a 
clear chance to retrieve the puck. 

Needs = 	Speed and discipline to play the system. Ability to read off the first 
forechecker. Angling technique, stick and body position are also crucial. 

Gets parked top circle waitibng for puck carrier to come out. As soon as 
he comes out Al  steers him to the outside. On the pass, A1  gets back 
hard through the middle, ready to support pressure and ensure rotation. 

A2 
	From high offensive zone (near the blue line), A2  is waiting for Ai  to come 

back to the middle of the rink before jumping in. Once gets back then 
42  starts to unfold and angle the puck carrier. 

FORECHECKING: 

Swing/Passive 

Purpose 	- 	Contain and delay the attack. 
Deflect it to the outside, providing 
good defensive support. More emphasis 
is placed on defensive support into the 
neutral zone, keeping the attack in front 
of them. 
*Stack the blue line and keep the attack outside 

Needs 	Good backward skaters, mobile, not necessarily fast skaters. Good 
communication as a unit, especially through the neutral zone. Good 
angling techniques are very important. 



• • 

Swings all the way across, steering puck carrier. Can go behind the 
net if he has a clear chance (1/2 Shaft Rule) to force puck carrier 

A2 	 High zone, weak side lane position. AI  is ready to respond to the 
puck. Does not get caught flat footed in the offensive zone. Angles 
puck carrier while flushing middle lane. 

Neutral Zone/Coverage and Backchecking Rules 

Objectives: 
• Avoid getting outnumbered on the defensive blue line 
• Provide defensive support allowing defensemen to hold up the blue line and 

force a giveaway 
• Deflect the attack to the outside, especially when outnumbered 
• On even up situation, close the gap 

* 	The forechecking pattern that the team is using will ultimately determine Sot of 
your neutral zone tactics. 

Along with the standard backchecking rules applied for the most part, there 
are different team postures which should occur throughout the course of 
the game related to the forechecking pattern that your team is using. 

• Forward locking outside lane 
Forward flushing middle and deflecting attack to the outside 

▪ Four up stacking blue line 

Your team can get the mental edge by not allowing the opponent to set up through a 
smart pressure at your blue line. Having said that, in order to be efficient, the 
backchecking rules and everyone's assignment has to be well understood by everybody. 
Preventing easy entry and set up of the power play will fairly often kill the majority of time. 

The controlled offensive zone entry, the dump in, the board pass, the soft chip in behind 
and the hot rim are the most consistent offensive zone entry tactics. A smart pressure 
and a well organized defensive zone entry (as far as, "who does what) can result in 
trapping the opposition and get scoring chances out of a turnover. 



Defensive/Zone Entries: 

Objectives: 
• Pressure puck or deflect (depending on defensive support) 
• At anytime, get close defensive support from the forwards 
• Which forward is covering the middle and which one is supporting the 

strong side defenceman/communication 
• Which defenceman is getting the net zone?/communication 

* 	Middle must be covered at all times 
Let's now get back to some defensive blue line team postures that you can see 
depending on puck position and offensive entry tactics. 

Defensive Zone/Entries: 

Three Across/Ai   Looking Outside 

Al  is the low support so his assignment 
would be to trap and pressure preventing a 
power play to be set up. He will work with 
strong side D-man. 
Weak side D-man always gets the net zone/shades 

A2 high middle zone waiting for his help, then 
release. 

6.2  gets back hard and covers the middle. 
*Middle always covered. 

Defensive Zone/Entries: 

Triangle/Forward Al   Middle Deflecting Attack to Outside 

Al  steers attack to outside, D-man plays middle 
tight (inside dots position), strong side D-man 
plays puck carrier and A1  support. 

Weak side D-man plugs middle shading the area 
and waiting for A2  help. A2  comes back hard 
and covers middle (high slot). 
Weak side D-man releases, slides down and gets net zone. 



Defensive Zone/Entries: 

Stack Up/Four Across Blue Line  

D-man plays middle tight (inside dots 
position). 

Al  and A2 skating backwards, 
strong side forward jumps up to pressure 
(inside out angling) 0-man and forward on 
weak side plug the middle, D-man strong side 
plays puck carrier with al  support. 

Defensive Zone/Coverage 

Objectives: 
• Keep pressuring puck in order to keep it to the outside 
• Box has to stay tight if good puck control 
• Avoiding getting "tied up" by an opponent, provides mobility to the box/hit and 

release 
-• 	Take away passing lanes by keeping stick active/even more important on stalling 

or containing the situation 
• as often as possible not allowing easy setup 

Penalty killing framework in a 5 vs 4 situation is a box. It will take the shape of a diamond 
as the players use quick and smart movement, to eliminate offensive options. 

How to rotate the box? 

Considerations 	• 	Goalie has to control low zone walk out 
Goalie has to control low slot passing lane 
Outside forward gets to low slot to release net zone 0-men 
when unit starts pressure 

"Transition"** 	• 	Who does what on loose puck situation, goalie included 

**We will see further on the importance of clear players assignments within the transition. 
(Loose puck, rebound, gaining puck possession). 

Defensive Zone/Coverage 

There are three different types of penalty killing: 

Passive Box - In a passive box the players position to stall the offense and the 
players will locate to prevent the puck from getting to players in 
scoring chance areas. Passive box shows positioning and awareness 
by the whole unit. The sticks are located inside when the puck is set 
up at the hash marks. When the offense go to an umbrella, then the 
box rotates to a diamond. The emphasis is placed on "transition" 
loose puck, rebound and gaining possession of the puck providing 
sound positioning and defensive support in slot area. 
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Strong side D-man gets lined-up with low zone offensive 
puck support while keeping puck at hash mark in front 
of him/shades 2 vs 1 

A2 (outside forward) gets down into the low slot to play 
the rebound. He takes away the pass through the slot 
(backdoor play) 

Al  has points responsibility, always straight line skating, 
tries to flush D to D while keeping puck to the outside 
Net zone, D-man has backside offensive option while 
defending the slot zone 

*Goalie plays low walkout 
and pass through low slot 

Box Rotation: 

D1- strong side 0-man/when he sees Al  stepping up 
to close gap on point men coming across blue line he 
closes on flanker while he is rotating to a diamond 
position. D2 drops down to hash shading the area. D2 
(net zone) gets to outside post to take away backside 
option. el  has to collapse to the top circles and 
shades the area after the point shot. Everybody else 
must have his man covered. X 

Defensive/Zone Coveraae 

Active Box/ - 	Using a diamond as a framework there are some appropriate times 
Diamond 	to pressure. 

To be successful, penalty killers have to react to pressure as a unit. 
They will start to pressure while the puck is moving so before the 
receiver can even control the puck, someone is already in his face. 
This pressure causes bad passes and free pucks, so the unit has to 
move together in order to tighten up the gap on the two closest 
options to shrink the time reaction of the whole unit. 

D1 (strong side 0-man) starts to close while the puck 
is moving. D2 has to get to the near post first, before 
D1 starts to trap. Al  (strong side forward) has to be 
positioned high enough so he gets there on time. A2  
drops down and takes away the backside option. He 
is the outnumbered player on this sequence so he must 
avoid skating himself out of the slot area, unless the 
pass got through the slot or the shot has already been 
taken. 



Transition - 	On loose puck situations, player assignments are: 
• D-1 covers the flanker (hash marks forward) 

D2 gets low puck support who is usually coming to the slot 
to play the rebound and to screen the goalie 

A2  drops down and supports the slot coverage while he is 
taking away the backside option 

A, pressures point (strong side) and then collapses to the 
high slot area. Must be aware of defencemen coming from 
behind (swivel head) 

Defensive Zone/Coverage  

Aggressive Box= Constant pressure can be very successful if well executed. There 
must be no hesitation, no read, they just pressure depending on the 
strong side defender and the quickness to close the gap on the puck 
carrier. Players strong side, will move to close the gap on the two 
closest options and the outside forward will position the backside 
hash marks area. 

Transition - 
(Loose Puck) 

Considerations 

Same player assignments as an active box (diamond) 

Short shifts 
Intensity level has to be very high 
Goalie must play walk out and short pass around his goal 
crease 

• Nobody is hesitating, strong side defender starts the rotation 
and then the whole unit is moving 

Defensive Zone/Transition 

Gaining Possession in Defensive Zone (4 vs 5) 

Use glass to get puck out 
Don't throw puck away/show poise and soft pass puck to hash 

• Forward middle of the rink must go to point and tie him up, opening the board for 
hot rim 
Forward middle of the rink if he does not have time to get to the board, must go 
to the inside dots location at the blue line so the puck carrier can get the puck out 
through the middle 
Strong side forward gets to the board/puck support 



How to Breakout While falling Penalty (4 vs 5) 

Option _I 	- 	Strong side forward gets to the board to give an outlet to puck carrier 
Weak side forward shoots through the middle providing puck support 
from the defensive side 

- 	Outside D-man holds up net zone and jump into open lanes on a 
turnover for support 
*Holds up backchecker if he is not in position to support the rush 

Option 2 	On overpass, forward Middle of the rink gets on his point man (ties 
him up) and outside forward comes to support 
0-man gets puck out through middle or by using glass and/or board 
strong side 

Option 1/Up and Out 

Option 2/Over and Out 
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